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The Force

Eastern Illinois Universities NRHH Chapter was established in 1974, and inducted their 25 new members November 22nd, 1974.

The EIU Chapter became The Louis V. Hencken Chapter of National Residence Hall Honorary in 2007 in honor of President Emeritus,

Mr. Louis V. Hencken. Mr. Hencken started his EIU career in 1966 as an undergraduate student. He became Director of Housing in

1975. Mr. Hencken then became Vice President of Student Affairs in 1992, and eventually took over as President of the University in
2001 until his retirement in 2007.

Fast Forwarding to the 2019-2020 Academic year, we see that Easterns NRHH Chapter is making strides to become more inclusive and

also have a greater experience in the honorary. NACURH wanted to step from the, “ We are the top 1% on campus.”they share their
vision of NRHH, “ cultivating the top 1% of leaders on campus”.

As we travel through the galaxy, our plan is to show that the NRHH Chapter on Easterns Campus is changing the narrative on how we
serve.
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NRHH Strikes Back

Our NRHH Chapter has attended and also represented eastern at the Illinois Resident Hall Association ( IRHA), Great Lakes Affiliate

Of College and University residence Halls (GLACURH), and NACURH. Our Delegates that went ranged from program presenters to

attendees that are there to find their own Force when it comes to finding their own unique leadership skills.

This Year we have had two Of The Months ( OTMs) win Regionally on the GLACURH level and we also had our very own

Historian, Ethan Osborne win Student Of The Year from the Regional level as well.

A New Hope

Our NRHH Chapter is second to none when it comes to how we treat our members. Coming into the 2019-2020 Year, our NRHH
Chapter consisted of our 6 E- Board Members, our

Advisor, and 4 General assembly members. Our President had a vision in mind to grow our numbers so that the future of NRHH
would be great.

We came up with the idea with a fall induction. With this Fall Induction underway, we had an abundance of nominations and

Bids come into our radar. At the end of the Bidding process, we inducted 10 new members and our General assembly size grew by twice
the size as when we started in August.

With this new group of members newly welcomed in, we started to focus on what they wanted to see in NRHH. With that in

mind we have professional development meetings. In these meetings we focus on how to write a resume, how to prepare for an

interview, and etc. With this in mind we are starting to promote what NRHH is to the rest of campus. As a chapter we volunteered on the
day of service, we made dog blankets, dog toys and many more.

Budget

At the start of the fall semester we had $15,104.21. After the fall semester we have a total of $16,145.53. The budget was

separated into 3 main categories, those are Committees, Annual Programs, and Conferences.

In our Committees category we Budgeted $1,130. This lets us spend money on community service projects, our sustainability

fund, and also our fall and spring recognition week. Our next category is Annual Programs. We budgeted $7,672.52. We have a wide

variety of conferences and programs that range from our own leadership conferences like Camp New Hope to our Induction ceremonies.

Last but not least we have our Conference Budget. We budgeted $1,270.50. This covers the fees for Re-Affiliation, IRHA, GLACURH,

and also NACURH. This also covers the spirit items, our t-shirts, and other necessities that our delegation needs to have a successful
conference.

Seeing how we budget our money. We have a very wide budget to do a lot of great things on and off of Easterns campus.

February 5, 2020
To whom it may concern:

Letter Of Support

As the senior administrator in the Housing and Dining Department I am pleased to write this letter of support for Eastern Illinois University’s bid for

“NRHH Chapter of the Year ''. I have had a long affiliation with NRHH and feel I have the appropriate perspective to support this nomination. It is

safe to say we are incredibly appreciative for the sustained excellence shown by our National Residence Hall Honorary. I will not rehash all the

details of their contributions but you can see from their bid and the support letters of others how they have effectively impacted our residential

community. Students on our campus have long been engaged in student governance, and this group represents the most effective of these leaders.

They take their responsibility seriously and put on programs that support the development of the younger residence hall leaders as well as facilitate

many fundraising activities in support of many worthwhile causes. We are indeed blessed to have had such dedicated leaders take on this

responsibility. Our staff works hard to provide a strong foundation for our students but without the quality of students that we are so fortunate to have

– we could not reach the heights we have. We are proud of our student leaders and feel their effort of making a difference in our residents lives is
worthy of your consideration for this prestigious award. I encourage you to give them every consideration.
Sincerely,
Mark Hudson, Director University Housing and Dining

Letter Of Support

To whom it may concern, It is with great pride that I write this letter of support for Eastern Illinois University (EIU) –
Louis V. Hencken’s National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH) Chapter for the Illinois Residence Hall Associate
(IRHA) NRHH Chapter of the Year. For the past four years I have had the privilege of being the advisor for Eastern
Illinois University’s NRHH Chapter and I have been witnessed to the loyalty towards our Housing and Dining
department and staff, creativeness in maintaining and challenging tradition, and diversification of their chapter
membership. I believe that these three outstanding examples are going to prove how deserving the Louis V.
Hencken Chapter of NRHH is of being recognized as IRHA’s NRHH Chapter of the Year for 2020. As most NRHH
Chapters are established, working in collaboration and in allegiance to your residence life and housing department
is usually expected. The Eastern Illinois University NRHH chapter takes their partnership with EIU’s Housing and
Dining department beyond what I have ever seen before. From continuing the legacy of Honorary Membership to
facilitating a Fall and Spring Recognition week each academic year and supporting various Housing and Dining
department initiatives with attendance and volunteerism. When it comes to my advising style, I love to encourage
appreciation of tradition, but also support challenging traditions to fit the ever-changing student populations needs.
The EIU NRHH chapter has successful continued their annual events with slight tweaks and changes including
fundraising the local cancer center through our Breast Cancer Awareness Week, as well as fundraising for a
Housing and Dining scholarship through our annual Spring Sales. These two events have been transformed to fit
the dynamics that our residential population creates each year.

Letter Of Support ( Cont. )

Lastly, this year’s executive board challenged themselves with two main goals: upping their membership numbers
and to diversify their membership. The first goal was accomplished by bringing back fall induction and an
upcoming spring induction. Holding a fall induction helped raise our membership from less than ten members, to
almost double in size with twenty-two members out of our thirty-two-membership cap. This has set us up for great
success in hopefully maxing out or getting close to maximum leadership for next fall. Some background about the
second goal, typically EIU’s NRHH chapter was highly occupied by student staff members for housing and dining,
with on campus apartments and Greek housing the executive board believed they could make their membership
more visually and involvement diverse. Somethings that this year’s executive board did to improve their
diversification was to nominate members themselves, instead of relying on professional staff to nominate, and by
holding open/educational meetings to encourage curious potential members to experience a meeting and meet
current members. Even though I was only able to speak on three aspects to the EIU NRHH Chapter, I could go on
and on about their accomplishments and successes. I hope that through this letter you feel the pride and support I
have for the Eastern Illinois University – Louis V. Hencken NRHH Chapter and their bid for IRHA’s NRHH Chapter
of the Year. Have a great conference and GO PANTHERS!

Sincerely, Lauren Bergholz Complex Director – Thomas & Andrews Halls Advisor – Louis V. Hencken NRHH
Chapter labergholz@eiu.edu 217-581-7701

